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WGIC

DARLING

A mortician, a beautician, and you as a walrus
sucking on a lolipop fell into my head like slanted
rain that night, but I chose none of you, I chose
the one with the red shirt and the Italian hair

your red headache bounces down hard in my ears
whose clean basketball are you throwing?
the game is American, English, or unlike
the whistling winds and dumpling plops and
muffled large wagon wheels of your accent

and the silver trinket in his ear, I chose the
golden malanthrope. When I met you something like
a neon halo was ringed round your head, you were
slick as a seal and you promised not to bark at me;
and I told you that I wanted an animal with no sane
pathology, someone I could never predict.
I saw you against a background of ice and snow:
you were cold from having been burned by Northern Lights,
you wanted to be ridiculous, absurd; I asked you why
you didn't warm to me and you said, 'Because you're
looking for someone that you don't know.' I recoiled
slowly, like a frozen snake, and then bent over and whispered
'But I love you anyway.') In the background a vague
sixteen-year-old make shadow is kissing my hand - so
I chose the dark one, hot as Sicily.) And you looked
up out of the dark as if I were biting you with it,
you said very blankly, 'No you don't. You don't know
me.' (I got rid of the beautician that very night.)
We are potentially as lethal - - as ice skates and razor blades.

whose sly smile cuts as sharply and as painted
as enamel and bamboo shootss pressed
under the fingernails, third degree
reality, the varnished wooden floors like your
yellow kitchens and white bathrooms, much unlike
the cool of the tears running down your neck.
The hard of your face. The intense red
and compressed smell of animals, the stitched
leather playthings, the white looped nets,
the narrow red rims of your eyes, the brown souls
of your feet, each individual of the toes curling, fortunately
stopped by well-meaning conspiracies of carpet and
couch against real flesh, blood, and intention. Mind
under the matter of emotion, dirt under the fingernails,
blood sea-dragoning over love. The game best cheered
when it's finally over, ox-yokes and horsehitches loosened, your red pioneer headache
traveling like the gin~rbread boy who'll be eaten
by a fox, bouncing down my pancake roads
and resounding through your tears
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